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Denim Amnesty

With a target market of predominantly young adults aged

between 16 and 25, General Pants (GP) stands at a marketing

turning point: with young teenagers turning into potential new

consumers every day, marketers need to keep a sharp eye on

the way new generations interact with the world around them

and be observant of these new consumers’ emerging shopping

habits as well as their evolving value systems and beliefs (political,

bioethical, etc.). GP’s current core target market which is known

as “Gen Z” practices new forms of engaging with the world as the

technology continues to change everything, including the very

nature of information and communication. 



“The first thing these consumers do in the morning,” according

to General Pants Chief Marketing Officer Renee Awadalla, “is

check their mobile phones.” The significant implications that

such a drastic change in consumer behaviour has for marketing

cannot be overemphasised: today’s consumers are born into a

tech-obsessed world where news, knowledge, ideology,

advertisements, commentary, propaganda, etc. are all created

within and mediated via a super complex cobweb of apps,

websites, Twits, posts, podcasts, Zoom calls, and so on. 

A new world in which social media influencers and activists

define trends and create momentum calls for a new mode of

production.

https://www.cmo.com.au/article/603036/cmo-interview-addressing-gen-z-customer-general-pants/


Consistent with the fast-rising sustainability awareness among
consumers and its implications (especially for a fast fashion
retailer), GP is adapting to the new market demands by exploring
eco-friendly practices, confident that “consumers will make a
conscious [and conscientious] choice about the businesses they’ll
partner with.” An extensive research conducted by GP (where
customers as well as industry influencers were asked about what
issues are most important to them) reports that gen Z exhibits
“an absolute desire for change, whether it be in diversity or in
sustainability.” 



A direct response to this absolute desire for change towards a

more sustainable and bio-aware paradigm in fashion has been

GP’s Denim Amnesty project which aims to “cycle jeans back

through the circular economy and into raw materials.”

Reportedly, the production of each pair of jeans consumes more

than 3,700L water and releases over 33kg CO2 into the

environment—a significant burden on an already-fragile Earth

which can be easily avoided through circular denim fashion.

By participating in this project, not only do I intent to contribute

to this global move towards a greener fashion industry, but I also

hope to weave my aesthetic signature into the texture of the

emerging sustainable fashion. 

https://www.fashionrevolution.org/the-future-of-denim-part-3-waste-not-water-not-innovation/


While all sustainable fashion helps the environment by reducing

water/fuel consumption, pollution, hazardous waste, etc., the

present unisex piece aspires to take one step further and go

beyond being simply a passive product of sustainable fashion but

rather actively promote the cause by making a public statement;

thus, instead of covering up their recycled nature, my design

boldly emphasises its circular source/production. The sport

obvious stitches and patches are inspired by the wound stitches,

reminding everyone of how each recycled pair of jeans can heal

the environment by turning existing sources back to the cycle and

preventing further unnecessary damage to the environment.

My conspicuously placed stitches are worn like a badge of

honour.


